In high resolution absorption spectrometers with conventional light sources, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is usually limited by the thermal noise level of the detector-preamplifier combination, which is independent of the light source power. However, the noise in many laser absorption spectrometers is dominated by the excess or shot noise which is dependent on the transmitted laser power, and which in turn is dependent on the number of reflections in a multipass cell. The optimum absorption path length for a high frequency modulated (FM) and a conventional wavelength modulated (WM) diode laser absorption spectrometer is investigated in this paper. The major result is that, due to the power attenuation by the multipass cell, the best SNR of a shot noise limited FM spectrometer is achieved at substantially shorter absorption paths, when compared with the excess noise limited WM spectrometer. This finding implies that the implementation of the FM technique in absorption spectrometers with multipass cells can improve the SNR only by 1 order of magnitude. Although desirable, this is substantially less than the improvement of 2 orders of magnitude expected in quantum limited conditions with a single pass cell.
Introduction
A large number of atmospheric trace gases can be monitored by absorption spectroscopy. 1 -3 The absorptions that have to be detected are usually small, and to achieve sensitivity adequate for environmental monitoring, absorption spectrometers require long optical paths.' In instruments with a limited size, long absorption path lengths up to several hundreds of meters 2 have usually been provided by multireflection optical systems of which the most well known are the systems invented by White 4 5 and by Herriott et a. 6 7 In all these systems the sensitivity gained by lengthening the absorption path is offset by the increased attenuation of the radiation power throughput, because of the imperfect reflectivity of the mirrors. Consequently, to achieve the highest SNR each absorption spectrometer has to be operated with an optimal number of reflections in multireflection absorption systems.
The increased sensitivity of absorption spectrometers leads to a greater probability of interference by other atmospheric trace gases. Such interference is usually substantially reduced by operating the spectrometer at low pressures, where the pressure broadening is suppressed. Therefore, high resolution spectroscopy is required to achieve specificity in the measurement of atmospheric trace gases. 1 Unfortunately, conventional light sources have low spectral power density. The detectable optical density of high resolution absorption spectrometers with conventional light sources, such as a Nernst glower, is then usually limited by the thermal noise of the detector-preamplifier combination, which is independent of the incident light power. In these conditions the best SNR can be achieved by adjusting the absorption signal to a maximum, i.e., by adjusting the number of reflections to an optimal value given by the reflectivity of the mirrors. Stephens 8 derived an equation to show that the optimal number of reflections is reached when the reflection losses reduce the light power to l/e of its initial value.
To overcome the limits set by the low spectral power density of conventional light sources, lasers are increasingly used in high resolution absorption spectroscopy for atmospheric trace gas monitoring. 3 9 The detectable optical density of such laser absorption spectrometers is usually limited by amplitude and phase fluctuations of the laser itself. Most of these spectrometers were operated at low modulation frequencies and in these conditions the noise is usually dominated by the /f laser noise. It has been shown that 1/f laser noise can be substantially reduced by using high frequency modulation techniques. With a ring dye laser, Hall et al.1 0 found that the noise level at 1 MHz is lower by 80 dB than at 10 kHz. For lead-salt diode lasers, which are used for monitoring atmospheric trace gases and for high resolution IR spectroscopy, similar measurements showed that the noise level decreased by 40 dB between 2 and 200 MHz." In terms of sensitivity, modulation techniques operated at 200 MHz should improve the SNR by 2 orders of magnitude. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 , the noise spectrum with sufficient laser power becomes frequency independent above a certain frequency WWN. The frequency, CWWN, denotes the transition from the frequency dependent 1/f or pink noise to frequency independent white noise governed by thermal noise and quantum noise (shot noise). Based on these observations, a high frequency modulation (FM) techniquel2"1 3 was recently developed to avoid the limitations of 1/f noise in conventional derivative techniques and to achieve shot noise limited performance. The basic idea of the high frequency modulation (FM) technique is to move, in modulation and detection frequency space, from the currently used low modulation frequencies (derivative technique using, lock-in amplifiers = WM technique) to frequencies beyond the above mentioned WWN frequency.
Both 1/f noise and shot noise are strongly dependent on the laser power incident on the detector. Consequently, the optimal path length of an absorption spectrometer limited by detector thermal noise 8 will not apply to the FM and WM techniques. In this paper, therefore, we investigate the SNR of 1/f noise and shot noise limited laser absorption spectrometers as a function of the laser power, the mirror reflectivity, and the number of passes in a multipass absorption cell. The results show that the optimal number of reflections has to be calculated individually for the available power and the noise spectrum of each laser. Due to the different power dependences of the SNR in both cases, less reflections are optimum for shot noise limited FM spectrometers than for wavelength modulated ones. The practical consequences of the analysis are discussed.
II. Formal Description of the SNR in Derivative and FM Spectrometers Using Multipass Cells
The absorption of light by atmospheric trace gases is usually small, and then where absorption occurs signal S is proportional to the optical path length. In a multipass cell optical path length L = n b, where n is the number of passes and b is the base length of the multipass cell. The signal is also proportional to radiation power PD incident on the detector after passing through the multipass cell. The number density and modulated absorption coefficient for the species under study are assumed to be constant for the present analysis. Neglecting all other losses, this power decreases with an increasing number of passes, and increases with the increasing reflectivity of mirrors R. The signal of a laser absorption spectrometer with fixed basis length is then proportional to
where Po is the laser power incident on the detector with a single pass of the cell. The noise generated by a laser absorption spectrometer consists mainly of three components: thermal noise, shot noise, and laser excess noise. The laser excess noise is referred to as 1/f noise because it is frequency dependent. Each of these components has a different dependence on the laser power incident on the detector: (4) where NTN, NSN, and NEX are the rms detector noise currents due to thermal, shot, and excess noise, respectively, and a and $(X) are proportionality coefficients." The original analysis by Stephens 8 considered only the thermal noise in detecting system NTN.
The SNR of a laser absorption spectrometer can be written as
where, in the denominator, shot noise increases with increasing power, and thermal noise is power independent. Power level Pmin can then be defined for which shot noise equals thermal noise: 
The meaning of the variables becomes clear from this expression. Variable y(PD) describes how much higher the sum of thermal and shot noise is above thermal (7) (8) (10) As shown in Fig. 1 the laser excess noise decreases with increasing modulation frequency, and at frequency WWN it becomes equal to the white noise:
At a modulation frequency of Wmod = WWN, the total noise level is 3 dB above the white noise level. Variable 6(w) is thus used to distinguish the shot noise limited FM case from the laser excess noise limited WM case. As PD = Rn-'Po, expressions (9) and (7) can be rewritten as (12) and y(n) = 
Depending on the modulation frequency, two different cases can be investigated: low frequency modulation (WM) and high frequency modulation (FM). In the WM case, w << WWN and 6(w) i. The SNR is then dictated by the laser excess noise: 3 2 (13) In the FM case, w > WWN and 6(w) << 1, consequently, 6(w)R2n- 2 Po << y(n) and the SNR is dominated by white noise:
With an increasing number of passes the power incident on the detector will decrease until the quantum noise level becomes smaller than the thermal noise of the detector-preamplifier combination, i.e., lime(n) = 1 for n --. Therefore, both the FM and WM cases switch to the thermal noise-limited regime with an increasing number of passes and
n Ad This is the expression used by Stephens 8 for estimation of the optimal number of passes.
Ill. Results and Discussion
Equation (12) is used to calculate the SNR as a function of number of passes for conditions usually encountered in tunable diode laser absorption spectrometers (TDLASs). The values of variable 6(w) are derived from the measured wideband noise characteristics of a lead-salt diode laser. 1 
FM:
respectively. Using these values for 6 the SNR can be calculated as a function of the number of reflections n and mirror reflectivity R. A central point of this analysis is the laser power level in the detector. Figure 2 shows the power incident on detector PD and variable y(n) as a function of the number of passes n. The dependence is calculated
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APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 30, No. 4 / 1 February 1991 for a laser power P 0 of 521 AW and a measured reflectivity of 97.5% for the mirrors in the White cell. The latter value is lower than the specification which is -98.6%; the difference may be caused by some dust on the mirror surface. As already mentioned, Pmin corresponds to 67,gW, and this power level is reached after 80 passes. Therefore, shot noise limited performance of the FM spectrometer can only be expected with less than 80 passes; a higher number of passes will lead to a decrease in the SNR. In Fig. 3 , the SNR calculated from Eq. (14) for FM absorption spectroscopy is plotted as a function of the number of passes at various laser powers. Pmin is assumed to be 67 ALW, the path length is calculated using the cell base length of 62.5 cm, and b(w) is 3 X 10-5 as derived in the last section. The calculated optimal number of passes varies between 40 and 70, corresponding to a path length of -25-45 m, depending on the laser power. With increasing laser power, the optimum number of passes increases only slowlyan increase of less than a factor of 2 for a 32 times increase in laser power.
The equivalent calculation for SNR from Eq. (13) for WM absorption spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 4 . With the exception of (W), which is set to 0.3, all the other parameters are the same as before. The optimum number of passes again increases with increased laser power. In comparison with the previous calculation, the number of optimal passes is much larger and increases more steeply with increasing power than in the case of FM spectroscopy. The number of optimal passes between 120 and 200 corresponds to the number of passes used in commercial WM-TDLAS instruments. 1 4 In Fig. 5 the FM and WM limiting cases are com- pared for a laser with a power of 521,gW. The ratio of SNRFM and SNRWM is also plotted as a function of the number of passes. The ratio shows the highest value, -100, at very short path lengths. The ratio corresponds to the calculated improvement in sensitivity by application of the FM technique.s Given a practical number of passes, however, the sensitivity improvement is substantially smaller. At an optimal number of passes for the FM technique of -60, the SNRFM is only about 40 times better than SNRWM; and when the FM and WM techniques are each operated at an optimal number of passes, introduction of the FM technique will only improve the SNR by about a factor of 14. The optimal number of passes for the FM technique is only about one-third of the optimal number of passes for the WM technique. In practical terms, cells with a lower number of passes can be built more cheaply and adjusted more easily than cells designed for a high number of passes. Another interesting aspect can be derived from Fig.  5 . If a conventional derivative multipath spectrometer is equipped with FM modulation and detection circuitry and the adjustment of the absorption cell is not changed, no substantial sensitivity gain will be found. To achieve better sensitivity with the FM technique the number of reflections must be reduced.
The SNR for WM and FM techniques are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, as a function of the reflectivity of the mirrors. For this calculation the same parameters were used as for Fig. 5 . In both cases the optimal number of passes and the achievable SNR increase rapidly with the improvement of mirror reflectivity. Improving the reflectivity from 96.5 to 98.5% improves the achievable SNR in both cases by almost a factor of 2.5, and it increases the optimal number of passes by a factor of -2.5. This result stresses the need for high reflectivity mirrors in multipass systems for trace gas analysis. The smaller number of passes required for optimal W SNR in FM spectrometers has other practical consew quences. Cells with a smaller number of passes are cheaper to construct and to adjust. Since they can be designed with smaller volume, faster measurements can be made. This property is especially important because only in cells with a small volume can the potential high speed of FM measurements be utilized. If, on the other hand, ultrasensitive measurements require long absorption path length, high reflectivity mirrors and high power lasers are a prerequisite to get the full potential of FM techniques.
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